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Abstract: The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is steadily increasing due to their capacity
to capture terrain elevation data with remarkable precision and cost-effectiveness. Nonetheless,
their application for estimating water surface elevations and submerged terrain, such as channel
bathymetry, remains constrained. Consequently, the development of a digital terrain model that
relies on UAV data during low-water periods assumes a more extensive dry channel surface area,
thus alleviating the information gap regarding submerged terrain. The objective of this brief report
is to validate a hydraulic model for flood calculation. To this end, a 1D steady-state hydrological
model of the Ñuble River based on a UAV survey in the low-water period of 2016 was constructed in
HEC-RAS v.5.0.3 and compared to water surface elevation observations of the flood on 24 June 2023.
The model tends to overestimate the flood, but the errors are considered tolerable for flood calculation
(on average, a 10.6% depth error was obtained for a 30-year return period flood); therefore, the
hydraulic model derived from remote sensing seems to be an effective alternative for the construction
of hydraulic models for flood studies.

Keywords: remote sensing; hydraulic modeling; DTM; UAV

1. Introduction

During 2022, a total of 387 natural disasters were reported, 176 of which were floods,
affirming their status as the most frequent type of natural disaster [1]. These floods, along
with heat waves and droughts, stood out as the catastrophic events that unfortunately
caused the most human losses, according to the Center for Research on the Epidemiology of
Disasters (CRED). As the global effects of climate change continue to intensify, the human
and economic consequences of natural disasters are also on the rise [1,2].

Morphological river characterization is essential for accurate topological discretization.
When combined with numerical analysis, it facilitates hydraulic modeling for a diverse
range of applications. These include designing structures [3], implementing flood protection
measures, managing and controlling water resources [4–6], investigating fluvial processes
and the dynamics of pollutant transport [7], predicting scenarios to effectively respond
to extreme events [8–10], and upholding the proper functioning of the social systems that
develop around river systems [11,12], among others.

In the context of topography and mapping, the Earth’s surface encompasses terrestrial
terrain, water bodies, vegetation, and man-made structures. A digital terrain model
(DTM) is a depiction of the Earth’s surface that excludes vegetation and infrastructure [13].
Meanwhile, a comprehensive topo-bathymetric description of a watercourse is needed to
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create a hydraulic model. The level of precision achieved in the hydraulic model largely
relies on the accuracy of the DTM [14].

Traditionally, gathering topo-bathymetric data has required extensive fieldwork, par-
ticularly in terms of bathymetric measurements. This process involves inherent risks for the
individuals conducting the fieldwork [15–18]. Traditional approaches for measuring and
modeling bathymetry in shallow water involve techniques like differential GPS (D-GPS),
real-time kinematic GPS (RTK-GPS) [19], and total stations [20–22], which provide precise
data, but involve a trade-off between the size of the area and spatial resolution, leading to a
fragmented survey of the channel. This fragmentation may result in an erroneous inter-
pretation of phenomena like erosion and sedimentation volumes [21,23]. Such techniques
require direct contact with the riverbed and are limited to regions where it is safe to wade.
Meanwhile, methods such as airborne LiDAR bathymetry (ALB) [24,25] and echo sounding
techniques are suitable for collecting bathymetric information [26,27], but their commercial
availability is limited [28,29]. Considering the substantial expenses associated with imple-
menting and accessing this technology, it becomes imperative to explore alternative means
of gathering information [30].

Remote sensing using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has emerged as a crucial
method for flood surveillance and emergency assessment, owing to its agility and extensive
coverage [30–32]. Airborne remote sensors have proven to be efficient tools for topographic
characterization, primarily due to their cost-effectiveness in data acquisition and process-
ing [33–37], along with their ability to estimate terrain elevation with centimeter-level
precision [38–40]. Nevertheless, when dealing with water-covered surfaces, the accuracy of
a digital terrain model (DTM) can be compromised by factors such as water transparency
and the absence of consistent photogrammetric control points [38].

UAVs are employed in a non-invasive manner to remotely sense, access, and assess the
shape and composition of elements within river basins, as well as hydrological processes
across various spatial and temporal scales [41]. UAVs have been used to measure river
flow [42,43], to calculate the environmental flow of a river [44], to determine land cover [45],
and for landslide mapping and characterization [46], among other purposes.

Given that during low-water periods rivers present diminished flow rates and larger
exposed riverbed areas [47,48], these periods are optimal for collecting topo-bathymetric
data using UAVs [29]. The surface area that can be surveyed using aerial topography
expands, while the portion requiring bathymetric measurements decreases. This results
in a reduction in the uncharted area, making it feasible to create a robust and representa-
tive hydraulic model for river flood modeling and design. Consequently, this approach
decreases the time and cost associated with gathering topo-bathymetric information [49].

Clasing et al. [49] carried out an exploratory analysis in three rivers of south-central
Chile to develop hydraulic models based on remote sensing with UAVs that are represen-
tative for flood calculation. To this end, approaches based on aerial images, geometric
characterization, and river classification were used. Two hydraulic models were constructed
for each analyzed river: (i) one based on the traditional measuring techniques using RTK-
GPS to measure the bathymetry and (ii) using remote sensing, with the assumption that
the bathymetry represents a flat bed. The results showed that the hydraulic models tend
to overestimate the flood, and that as the flow increases, the differences in water surface
elevation between the two compared models decrease. The authors highlight the impor-
tance of UAVs as an effective, low-cost alternative for the construction of hydraulic models
obtained via remote sensing compared to traditional methods to collect information.

Therefore, the objective of this study is to validate a hydraulic model built based
on remote sensing using the methodology described by Clasing et al. [49], together with
actual measurements of a flood. To this end, the Ñuble River flood, which occurred during
an extreme event on 24 June 2023, was considered. During this event, flooding due to
overflowing of rivers, streams, and canals was recorded in study area and surroundings,
causing loss of connectivity, damage to homes, and a red alert in zones near the main
channel [50,51].
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In this context, despite the availability of various technologies that enable bathymetry
measurements with sufficient accuracy to map river cross-sections, practitioners face the
challenging task of transporting heavy, expensive equipment into the field, where they
often spend hours or even days collecting data [52,53]. This logistical complexity, as noted
in several studies [54,55], has generated a paucity of research in this area, which in turn has
limited the scope of studies or restricted them to locations of specific interest.

It is essential to emphasize that this study focuses on flood estimation, with the
objective of providing a practical application for practitioners. The decision to forego
bathymetric data represents a deliberate balance between the accuracy of model estimates
and ease of measurement, cost effectiveness, and breadth of coverage, in addition to other
benefits associated with UAV-DTM-derived data.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The Ñuble River, situated in south-central Chile (Figure 1), rises west of Nevados
de Chillan in the Andes Mountains. It exhibits a mixed flow regime (rain–snow, rain-
dominated), characterized by a streamflow exceeding 100 m3/s between May and June due
to precipitation, and between October and November due to snowmelt, while low flows
(<30 m3/s) are observed between February and April [56].
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Figure 1. Study area on the Ñuble River. (a) Studied river section. The main river channel is marked
by the blue line, and the green line denotes the position of a cross-section. (b) Location of the study
area relative to Chile. The green dot indicates the measured river area and the orange dot shows the
location of the Río Ñuble en San Fabián N2 stream gauging station (Lat/Lon 36◦ 35′ 09′′ S, 71◦ 31′

32′′ W). (c) Cross-section of the DTMRS indicated by a green line in (a).

The research area encompasses a specific section of the Ñuble River, close to the town
of San Fabián de Alico. It measures approximately 1.6 km in length and is located 8 km
downstream of the Río Ñuble en San Fabián N2 stream gauge station (Figure 1b).
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2.2. 24 June 2023, Event

Between 21 and 26 June 2023, an extreme meteorological event affected central Chile,
generating both social and environmental impacts [50,57,58]. The magnitude of the phe-
nomenon led authorities to declare a state of catastrophe in the affected areas. Nationwide,
there were around 10,000 people isolated, 4000 people with damaged homes, 3 missing,
and 2 dead [59]. Public infrastructure impacts included road closures, disabled bridges,
and drinking water supply suspensions for urban and rural communities [50,57,58].

Overflows and floods occurred in the study area, where the Chilean National Disaster
Prevention and Response Service (SENAPRED) issued a red alert due to the threat of flooding,
evacuating families from different areas along the channel [50,51,60]. At the Río Ñuble en San
Fabián N2 stream gauging station, at 05:42 a flow of 2578.2 m3/s was recorded, which was
the peak flow recorded in June. Based on statistics from 78 years (1946–2023) of flow records,
along with Gumbel and Pearson III theoretical probability density functions suitable for
high flows in the study area [61], and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov goodness-of-fit test, the
Ñuble River flood is linked to a return period of T = 30 years. Considering the relationship
between the stream gauge basin and the study area basin, by means of transposition by area,
a flood flow of 2626.8 m3/s was determined for the study area. This method represents an
approximation for flow estimations based on the hydrologic similarity between a basin and
it sub-basin [62]. It assumes that the flow per unit of area is the same in the monitored and
studied basins, allowing the flow of the studied basin to be estimated as a proportion of the
area and precipitation of the gauged basin [63].

2.3. UAV Measurements

During a field campaign performed on 27 January 2016, an aerophotogrammetric
survey of a section of the Ñuble River was conducted via remote sensing equipment
transported on a fixed-wing UAV, which characterized the study area. The survey was
georeferenced, and its precision was verified through the measurement of four ground
control points (GCPs) using RTK-GPS. The UAV-captured images were processed using
Pix4D® version 4.5. This processing facilitated the generation of a georeferenced orthophoto
and a point cloud with a 50-centimeter spacing in LAZ format. A classification of points
into terrain and non-terrain categories was conducted based on relative differences from
the local mean, considering factors like color and elevation and using orthorectified aerial
photography. Points designated as terrain were then employed in the creation of the river’s
topographic data.

2.4. RTK-GPS Flood Measurements

After the 24 June 2023 Ñuble River flood, RTK-GPS was used to obtain flood elevation
records. It bears mentioning that due to the danger associated with river floods, official
restrictions on approaching channels at times of increased flows are imposed by the author-
ities [50]. Therefore, the acquisition of precise water level elevation measurements was a
challenging task.

To address this limitation, a topographic survey was conducted using RTK-GPS, in
which visible traces left by the flood, such as alterations to vegetation along the banks,
accumulation of plant matter on the banks, and evident high-water marks, were taken
into account. This approach allowed the determination of probable levels reached by
the river during its peak flood stage. The data obtained during this field observation
were established as a reference for analysis, and are referred to as observed water surface
elevation (WSEOBS) data.

2.5. DTM—Remote Sensing (DTMRS)

Using the aerophotogrammetric information acquired in 2016 and following the
methodology developed by Clasing et al. [49], a DTMRS was created. During this process,
the demarcation between the submerged and exposed portions of the river was determined
by analyzing the aerial imagery. Based on this distinction, the processing was carried
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out separately for the wet and dry areas. The topographic data were derived from the
point cloud, specifically the portions classified as terrain, which were generated from
the UAV-captured photographs. The bathymetry of the wet zone was established using
water level data derived from the aerophotogrammetric survey. This involved identifying
points along the channel banks that represented the water surface level. Consequently,
the submerged section of the river was treated as having a flat bed. Figure 1a shows the
aerophotogrammetric survey area, Figure 1b shows the study area relative to the Río Ñuble
en San Fabián N2 stream gauging station, and Figure 1c shows a cross-section of the DTMRS,
which has a flat bed.

2.6. Channel Classification

The classification system proposed by Rosgen [64] was used to characterize the chan-
nels. This categorization comprises four tiers: basic morphological characterization (level
I), morphological description (level II), survey of river stability conditions (level III), and
verification (level IV). This classification system has been employed to understand pro-
cesses within river systems and their corresponding morphology [65], for the design of
stream restoration projects [66,67], and to determine the ecological status of terrain [68],
among other purposes.

In this research, classification level II was implemented, offering a detailed morpholog-
ical depiction of the channel derived from field-collected data. This level of morphological
characterization requires the computation of the ratio between the width of the flood-prone
area to the surface width of the bankfull channel, the entrenchment ratio (ER) [64], the
width-to-depth ratio (W/D), sinuosity, and surface slope, in addition to identification of
the composition of the bed material.

2.7. Hydraulic Modeling

Following the methodology in Clasing et al. [49], a remote sensing hydraulic model,
referred to as HMRS, was constructed using DTMRS. To extract geometric data pertaining to
the active channel and its floodplain from a digital terrain model (DTM), ArcGIS (version
10.5) and its extension, the Geographic Information System Geo-Spatial River Analysis
System (HEC-GeoRAS), were employed. To this end, the georeferenced orthophoto derived
from the UAV was used to delineate the primary channel and demarcate the boundary
between the active channel and the floodplain. The cross-sections were drawn every 20 m
perpendicular to the main channel.

To represent the geometric data of the river extracted from the DTM in a model,
HEC-RAS v.5.0.3, developed by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, was used. The modeling
conducted in HEC-RAS employed a one-dimensional (1D), steady-state approach. This
approach is considered effective for predicting flood extents in the context of hydraulic
design and for conducting risk assessments [69–71]. The water surface slope, determined
through DTMRS and the orthophoto, was used as a boundary condition. This slope was
calculated by identifying the water surface elevation at the initial and final cross-sections
of the river based on the 2016 aerial photogrammetric survey. Additionally, for the entire
modeled section, the Manning’s roughness coefficient (n) was estimated based on ranges
presented by Chow [72] (which accounted for vegetation and irregularities) and pictures
and metrics presented by the USGS [73]. Specifically, river images, metrics (flow, bed
grain size, river width, among others), and a roughness coefficient were compared with
images and metrics derived from the orthophoto of the studied river in order to estimate
n. Estimated values of n = 0.043 for the riverbed and n = 0.050 for the floodplain were
determined for the Ñuble River.

To analyze the behavior of the HMRS, linear interpolation of the cross-sections at
1 m intervals was performed, thereby adding the observed flood level points, which were
considered correct and representative of the 24 June 2023 flood.

To assess the reliability of the results of the water surface elevation of HMRS (WSERS),
two objective functions were used: the root mean square error (RMSE) (Equation (1)) and the
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mean absolute error (MAE) (Equation (2)). The observed water surface elevation (WSEOBS)
served as the reference elevation. N indicates the number of studied cross-sections.

Furthermore, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) function (Equation (3))
was applied to assess the percentage variation in the depths. Depth measurements were
determined using the bed elevation from the HMRS as a reference, in conjunction with
the WSERS and WSEOBS results. The depth calculated using the observed data (DepthOBS)
served as a reference for this comparison, and DeptRS means for the depth estimated with
the HMRS.

The RMSE and MAE measure the differences between the observed and estimated
(modeled) values, representing the magnitudes of deviations between the estimated and
observed water surface elevations. Values close to zero indicate a good fit between the
model and observations. On the other hand, the MAPE accounts for percentage differences
between estimated and observed values, allowing the observation of relative differences
that do not depend on the magnitude of the river’s elevation.

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
j=1

(WSEOBS −WSERS)
2 (1)

MAE =
1
N

N

∑
j=1
|WSEOBS −WSERS| (2)

MAPE =
1
N

N

∑
j=1

(
∣∣DepthOBS − DepthRS

∣∣/DepthOBS)·100 (3)

3. Results

Figure 2 shows the results obtained from the modeling, along with a comparison of
the results. Figure 2a shows the longitudinal profile of the Ñuble River obtained from
the HMRS. Also shown are the observed data from after the June 2023 flood. By means
of a boxplot, Figure 2b shows the obtained differences between the WSEOBS and WSERS.
Similarly, Figure 2c shows the MAPE obtained from the depth comparison.

Table 1 shows the RMSE and MAE results for the comparison between the WSEOBS
and WSERS. The maximum WSE differences were 0.96 m and 0.98 m for the RMSE and
MAE, respectively, while the minimum differences were 0.02 and 0.13 m for the RMSE and
MAE, respectively. Meanwhile, the mean depths are 6 m according to observed data and
6.5 m according to simulated data (HMRS).

Table 1. Root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) for the comparison between
simulated and observed WSE for the 24 June 2023 flood.

River OF WSEOBS vs. WSERS (m)

Ñuble
RMSE 0.68
MAE 0.63

The studied section of the Ñuble River has a slight entrenchment ratio (ER > 2.2), an
elevated width/depth ratio (W/D > 12), and high sinuosity (sinuosity >1.4). It was assumed
that the river slope is 0.005 m/m and the bed material consists of boulders. Considering
these variables, along with the shape of the cross-sections shown by Rosgen [64], the
studied section of the Ñuble River was classified as C2.
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represents the maximum value in the dataset, or the 99th percentile.

4. Discussion

In this study, the HMRS results were compared with field observations of the water
surface level of the 24 June 2023 flood. To this end, an HMRS was constructed based on
a DTMRS, which covered approximately 1.6 km of river, where the dry area, that is, the
topography, was obtained from measurements with a UAV in the low-water season of
2016, while the wet area was assumed to be a flat bed. Gathering measurements during the
low-water period implies a reduced wet surface area, which in turn mitigates the scarcity
of bathymetric data when assuming a flat bed.

The assumption of a flat bed in the DTMRS bathymetry results in an increase in both
the channel bottom elevation and the water surface elevation, as depicted in Figure 2a,
where the longitudinal profile of the river is generally higher than the observed data; that
is, the HMRS overestimates the flood level due to the increase in the bed level. Similarly, in
Figure 2b the discrepancies between WSEOBS and WSERS mainly indicate negative values
(WSEOBS < WSERS).

The error results suggest that the WSERS tends to overestimate flooding, making
the output more conservative for hydraulic design and flood risk analysis. On average,
an MAPE percentage difference of 10.6% was obtained for the depths, and for the WSE
comparison, an RMSE of 0.68 m and an MAE of 0.63 m were obtained. These results are
consistent with the findings of Clasing et al. [49], where for type C rivers (Bellavista and
Curanilahue rivers) flooding is overestimated. For a return period equivalent in years
(T = 30 years) in Bellavista and Curanilahue, an RMSE of 0.25 m and an MAE of 0.20 m,
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approximately, were obtained for each river. In both cases, an MAPE below 10% on average
was obtained in the equivalent return period.

Although there are differences between the modeling results for equivalent return
periods of the Ñuble, Bellavista, and Curanilahue rivers, the magnitudes of the studied
sections bear mentioning; the Ñuble River has a T = 30-year flow approximately 20 times
greater than the T = 150-year flows of the Bellavista and Curanilahue rivers.

Meanwhile, the HMRS enables flood modeling with conservative outcomes compared
to the observed data. Consequently, the HMRS appears to be a secure, cost-effective
alternative that is particularly suitable for critical situations, and is efficient for the creation
of hydraulic models for flood calculations.

Due to the morphological characteristics of the Ñuble River (classified as type C
according to the Level II Rosgen classification), for rivers with a modest degree of entrench-
ment (e.g., types C, D, DA, and E), when flows exceed the bankfull level, they spill over the
riverbanks and spread out onto the floodplain; therefore, the flood width increases more
than the flood level, which does not occur for deeply entrenched channels (types A, F, G),
since, in these cases, at flows that surpass the banks, the depth increases much faster than
the width as the flow increases. Since the Ñuble River is type C, the WSE will vary less
than the flood width as the flow increases.

It bears mentioning that the restrictions on flood level measurement on 24 June 2023
may introduce minor inaccuracies to the interpretation of field observations, increasing un-
certainty and possibly affecting the comparative analysis of the obtained results. However,
for a flood of 2626 m3/s, the analysis presents an MAPE error of 10.6% with maximum
depths of 7.9 m; therefore, the errors are considered tolerable according to the conditions of
the model, making it valid for flood calculation.

Information obtained from UAVs during periods of low water levels provides the
opportunity to develop a valid and representative hydraulic model for simulating river
flood scenarios. These models tend to yield conservative results when compared to ob-
served data, indicating that the use of an HMRS can serve as a reliable alternative. This is
particularly valuable in critical situations, such as extreme events intensified by climate
change, and is effective for creating accurate hydraulic models for flood prediction. In
addition, climate change is forcing us to tackle more frequent extreme event such as floods
and related disasters.

Dealing with climate change and its associated challenges such as flooding is a complex
and urgent task, with floods posing a significant threat to communities and ecosystems.
Addressing these challenges requires an informed decision-making process. This report
presents a straightforward and cost-effective alternative for estimating flood coverage,
velocity, inundated areas, and other vital flood-related components. It serves as a practical
tool for practitioners and stakeholders, contributing to better preparedness for the climate-
induced challenges that societies are currently grappling with.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the validity of a hydraulic flood model obtained from remote sensing was
analyzed relative to flood records obtained in the field. Topographic information obtained
using a UAV in the low-water period of 2016 and observations of the T = 30-year flood that
occurred on 24 June 2023 were used.

Using a DTMRS of the study area, an HMRS was constructed, and the WSERS results
were compared to the WSEOBS. In addition, the river underwent classification according to
the Rosgen classification system.

The HMRS of the Ñuble River allows floods to be modeled with conservative results
relative to those obtained by field observations of the 24 June 2023 flood, as it overestimates
depths by 10.6%. Considering that the maximum depths exceed 7 m, the RMSE is 0.68 m;
therefore, the model is considered valid for representing a flood.

The comparison with the results obtained by Clasing et al. [49] serves as a motivation
for the analysis of other rivers with different morphologies and magnitudes.
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The methodology used to create the HMRS is well-suited for rivers that exhibit more
pronounced dry areas during their low-water seasons. The classification of channel mor-
phology enables a better comprehension of WSE behavior during floods, consequently
reducing the uncertainty stemming from areas unmeasured by the UAV.
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